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GOVERNING BODY OF EDMONTON COUNTY SCHOOL 
 

LOCAL GOVERNING BODY OF EDMONTON COUNTY SCHOOL 
 

SECONDARY COMMITTEE 
 

WEDNESDAY 20 JUNE 2019 AT 6.00PM CAMBRIDGE CAMPUS 
 

MINUTES - PART ONE 
 
Members:     Salih Suavi (Chair), Justine McLennan, David Clarke, Owen Vallis 
 
Trustees:      Rob Leak (Chair), Peter Blane, Susan Tranter (ex officio),    

 Konrad Halls, Liz Whale, Christine Martin. 
 
Committee: Derek Richings (Chair), Joanne Yarwood, Kelly Grant, Graham   

 Reid*, Kirstie Das, Neha Shah*, Abi Adesida*, Lia Commissar, Susan 
Tranter. 

                       
Invited:   Mr S Kinson (Deputy Headteacher) 

Mr P Miller (Deputy Headteacher) 
Ms Debra Williams (Head of Enterprise Faculty) 
Mr Paul Maloney (Assistant Headteacher) 
Ms Nadia Chambi (Assistant Headteacher) 
Mrs Insiya Alibhai (Assistant Headteacher) 
Mr David Bucho (Assistant Headteacher) 

 
Clerk:   Andreas Adamides          *denotes Absent 
   
1.   COMMITTEE MANAGEMENT 
1.1 Apologies for Absence  
 No apologies were received in advance of this meeting.  
1.2 Declaration of Interest 
 There were no new declarations of interest made relating to items on the 

agenda. 
1.3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting 
 The minutes of the 13 February 2019 were approved. There were no matters 

arising. 
 

2.  DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ENTERPRISE FACULTY 
2.1. Ms Debra Williams (DW), Head of Enterprise Faculty gave a presentation and 

an update on the development work within the faculty. 
2.2 DW presented an overview of the vision, which is based on work related 

learning, including Food, Business/Economics and ICT/Computer Science. An 
example was given about how Food is work related; students are taught how 
to cook and about the catering sector. 

2.3 Governors were presented with the names of the staff team. DW advised that 
the Faculty has new Business and Economics teachers and a new Head of 
Computer Science. This followed restructuring in the Faculty. Business and 
Economics teachers can teach either subject, which gives more flexibility.  
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2.4 DW advised Governors that the new GCSE in Year 9 includes the option of 
taking ICT or Computer Science. The students decide by Year 10, which 
subject to take. 

2.5 DW advised Governors about the new Computer Science A Level, the 
reintroduction of an Economics A Level. In addition, there is a Business BTEC 
and a GCSE in Hospitality and Catering. 

 
Q= What are the biggest challenges? 
A= DW– It is ICT, many students want to do Computer Science, once they do a 
foundation year, they can decide which subject to specialise in Year 10. 
 
Q= Is Computer Science new? 
A= DW– It is a new vocational subject and adds to Progress 8. 
 
Q= Did we do Computer Science before?   
A= DW – We did A level ICT and have added A Level Computer Science.  
 
Q= Were there previously issues with Economics? 
A= DW – We now have Economics A Level in a block, so students can move to 
Business if they need to. We have a new Head of Economics and Business.   
 
2.7 DW presented the new resources for Catering and Hospitality, which includes 

a food option. The resources include command word mats for exams, improved 
assessments and new robotics for Year 10 Computer Science. Year 10 were 
taken to visit Facebook, which they were very positive about. 

  
2.8 DW presented the GCSE and A Level predictions to Governors.  
 
Q= How high are the targets? 
A= DW – They were higher than current predictions, including for Business.  
 
Q= Are you doing Business GCSE next year? 
A= DW – No we wanted to get everything in place with the new Head of subject. We 
may offer it to Year 9 in future. 
A- Susan Tranter (ST) added that we had difficulty in the past getting high quality staff. 
A= Paul Maloney (PMa) added that we have to do work with Years 8 and 9 if we 
reintroduce Business GCSE. 
 
DW was thanked for presentation and left the meeting.  
 
3.   UPDATE ON THE YEAR STRATEGIES  
3.1 Stephen Kinson (SK) gave a presentation about transition & Year 7 on behalf 

of Ms Fiona Philippou.  
3.2 SK advised Governors that the Lexia intervention is going well, with additional 

students involved in this reading programme. The team have identified the 
areas that need support. 20 children have graduated from the Student 
University. Students are receptive to the new schemes of work and spending 5 
minutes on learning journals a day, with rewards. Attendance has increased by 
1.5% in Year 7. There was a slight drop in numbers at the curriculum evening. 
The AG&T enrichment workshops include ICT.  
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Q= What is the biggest changes? 
A= SK- The learning journals, the AG&T enhancement and the Lexia programme. 
 
Q= How is transition to Year 7? 
A= SK- Transition is going well, with record levels of first choices. We already have 
80/90% of the transition information, and parents are coming into School. The plans 
for a transition day are in place 
 
Q= What percent of primary pupils are going into Year 7? 
A= Paul Miller (PM) - About 80%. 
 
3.3 Mr Paul Maloney (PMa) presented the Years 8 & 9 update. PMa advised that 

the main aim is to improve the quality of pastoral support. This includes parental 
engagement; attendance is over 90% at curriculum evenings. The School 
meets parents outside of admissions meetings, with a focus on progress. 

3.4 PMa advised that the School has been working on options, involving the HoFs 
to look at which students are suited to courses. 82% of Year 8 students 
received their first 3 choices.  

3.5 PMa advised that teaching staff have an expertise in the use of data. Year 
Leads are being trained about data and the interventions needed. 

3.6 PMa advised that behaviour analysis is good, with reducing low level disruption. 
Liaising with the Inclusion Department has improved. 

3.7 PMa advised that Year 8 are good at completing learning journals. Both Years 
8 and 9 need to further develop independent study skills. 

3.8 PMa advised that overall the team are focusing on data and interventions.  
 
Q= What skills do Year Leads have when employed? 
A= PMa - Year Leads are non-teaching staff, who are better at pastoral behaviour 
data. They will now focus on progress data, to better understand the interventions that 
are needed 
 
PMa was thanked for the presentation and left the meeting.  
 
3.9 Ms Nadia Chambi (ND) presented the Year 10 update, advising that the two 

aims are to develop independent learners for GCSEs and to develop parental 
engagement. 

3.10 ND advised that since Easter Year 10 has been preparing for the end of year 
exams. Mocks were rebranded as Pre-Public Exams (PPE). PPE 1 took place 
after Easter; students were prepared with a revision booklet and top tips 
specific to subjects. Students had a good ethos for their exams. There was 
excellent attendance at curriculum evenings. 

3.11 ND advised that Smith Pro Formas were being used in Year 10, by next week 
the checklist will be ready for Year 11. 

3.12 ND advised that Period 6 started and was well attended, but the SIMS register 
needs better completing. 

3.13 ND advised that Tutor times for English and Maths have started. 
3.14 ND advised that Wall boards measure student progress and will be ready for 

September.  
3.15 ND advised that the next steps are a greater focus on attendance in KS4, in 

the handover from Years 9 to 10. Plus, to develop the Progress Leaders 
analysis of data. 
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Q= How is transition from Years 9 to 10? 
A= ND- We will be looking at Year 9, at reviewing the curriculum to ensure a smooth 
transition to Year 10. Teaching them how to revise and organise themselves in Year 
9. 
A= ST added that we are going to have to explain with evidence, about how having a 
3-year KS4 makes a difference through results and the curriculum for Ofsted. 
 
Q= How is attendance? 
A= ND- During handover to Year 10, we look at where there are concerns about 
attendance in Year 9. 
 
ND was thanked for the presentation and left the meeting.  
 
3.16 Mrs Insiya Alibhai (IA) presented the Year 11 update. IA advised Governors 

about the form time interventions in Maths, English and the EBacc subjects. 
These are with 5 or 6 students for extra 20 minutes. They are reviewed every 
half term and have now been requested for Science. 

3.17 IA advised Governors that Students like the intervention being 20 minutes and 
focussed especially for Maths. Attendance on average is 80/85%, due to 
illness. 

3.18 IA advised Governors that Period 6 in Year 11 works in half termly blocks an 
hour over 2 weeks per subject. With the day ending at 4 pm. However, during 
the mocks, it was not working as well, and next year they will use PPE data to 
inform planning.   

3.19 IA advised Governors about boys’ engagement and motivation, and that some 
boys needed a space to work after School. 15 students were identified and 
provided study space for an hour after School to do their own work. This worked 
well with a very high attendance. 

3.20 IA advised Governors that students had interventions from 4 to 6 pm before 
their GCSE exams, with supervised work in English, Maths and Science. Before 
half term attendance was good, but after half term when students were on study 
leave, it was lower. This will be reviewed for next year.  

3.21 IA informed Governors that the exams are over, and that students are happy. 
 
Q= Can you tell us about the support for male students? 
A= IA- In Cambridge there was a lack of space. In Bury they liked working with teacher 
supervision. 
A= SK - We found that we were able to focus on the right students from 4 to 6 pm.  
 
Q= Are there different students doing form time and Period 6? 
A= IA - There might be an overlap, but different students are doing English and Maths 
form time. 
 
Q= How is Year 11 this year? 
A= IA- They are relatively more able, aspirational, and many want to stay on in the 
Sixth Form, and go to university.  
 
Q= How are the results looking? 
A= IA - At the last data window they were doing well.   
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Q= Historically was there a difference between the sites? 
A= ST- It is curious that you get variations, it was more marked this year.  
 
Q= How about last year? 
A= ST- Cambridge was not as good as Bury last year but is better this year. 
 
3.22 Governors discussed the differences between the sites and noted that the 

School can transfer students, when it will be beneficial to students’ behaviour.  
 
IA was thanked for the presentation and left the meeting.  
 
3.23 Mr David Bucho (DB) gave an update about the Sixth Form. DB advised that 

the aim is to maintain outcomes in Years 12 and 13. Last year the School was 
in the top 10% of like for like providers nationally. 

3.24 DB advised that managing the cohort in Year 12 was a challenge, they were an 
able cohort, but needed their skills to be developed to access Level 3 courses. 
Time was spent on developing their skills with the AS and linear courses.  In 
addition, there is a focus on the retention of the more able students.  

 
Q= Where do they go? 
A= DB- A number of places including Woodhouse, Latymer, Ashmole and the London 
Academy of Excellence. Currently the majority of more able students are in Cambridge 
and have the School as first choice, but not in Bury, which has had less of a Sixth 
Form presence. Year 12 are based in the heart of Cambridge. 
 
Q= Is there a strategy to change this in Bury? 
A= DB- We are having more of a Sixth Form presence in classrooms supporting 
younger students and developing their confidence. Moving forward we are doing a 
Sixth Form curriculum review, about how to broaden the offer and how it is delivered. 
We are looking at how to meet student needs. For example, with non-traditional A 
Levels, looking at specifications and at different exam boards. E.g. some BTECS have 
double awards.  
 
Q= Are you happy with the recent data? 
A = DB- I am happy with the A Levels, more than the AS Levels. We had to personalise 
the timetable; students need to better understand the concept of independent learning. 
 
DB was thanked for the presentation and left the meeting.  
 
4.  HOF’S DEVELOPMENT.AND PREPARATION FOR NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR 
4.1 The Committee received a report from Mr Stephen Kinson, Deputy 

Headteacher for information.   
 
Q= What is different from last year? 
A= SK- We now 9 themes, broadening from the previous 7.  
 
5.  UPDATE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES FACULTY  
5.1 The Committee received an oral update from Mr S Kinson (SK), Deputy 

Headteacher highlighting there is a difference in confidence in Year 11 in 
History and Geography, which is a credit to the team. There were better plans, 
revision and preparation.  
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5.2 SK advised Governors that Year 9 are the first year to be taught in the 
humanities block. There are challenges in Cambridge, dealing with 130 
students all arriving together. But students have improved with this approach.  

5.3 SK advised Governors that support for new staff is continuing. The School is 
running the options process for History and Geography. SK is working with 
HoFs to remain strategic and realistic with the team, to identify key areas to 
work on, including the KS3 scheme of work and students’ feedback. 

5.4 SK advised Governors that in September the new Head of History starts who 
has good teaching experience. In Geography, the Head of the Faculty is a 
geographer. In addition, a Deputy Head of Geography has been appointed who 
also is an experienced geographer.  

5.5 The Head of the Faculty is doing a good job, and new KS4 History and 
Geography coordinators and new Head of History will add to the team.  

 
Kelly Grant left the meeting at 7.15 pm. 
 
6.  DATA WINDOW 3 AND PPE’S 
6.1 The Committee received a report from Mr P Miller (PM), Deputy Headteacher 

based on Data Window 3 (April 2019).   
6.2 PM presented Year 11 KS4 predictions, which this year are higher than last 

year’s outcomes, because of it being a more able cohort. The outcomes are 
likely to increase from DW3. The School has worked on the accuracy of the 
data including Maths and English, looking back to the PPEs. 

 
Q= How was DW3 assessed?  
A= PM- They are based on GCSE papers. Last year Maths was over predicted and 
English under predicted 
 
Q= What is predicted for Maths GCSE? 
A= PM- 60.2% for grades 9 to 4. 
 
Q= English? 
A= PM- 77% for grades 9 to 4. 
 
Q= Why was there a drop from DW2 to 3? 
A= PM- Some figures did drop. DW3 predictions are more accurate. 
 
6.3 PM highlighted the key groups that were under achieving including White 

British and Turkish students. SEND achievement is mixed. There is now a 
Somali category, being about 10% of the group.  

6.4 PM advised that the focus was on middle attainers and interventions in Year 
11.  

 
Q= How are Pupil Premium students doing?  
A= PM- There is a small gap in attainment compared to the average, but they are just 
under 50% of students.   
 
6.5 PM presented a subject data summary with variations. There are a range of 

interventions in place to improve core subjects.   
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Q= What is your overall comment? 
A= PM- There is a variation in performance across subjects, and a range of 
interventions in place to support students. 
 
6.6 PM presented the AS DW3 data.  
 
Q= What is the A to B prediction? 
A= PM- It is 18.9% at DW3, last year we got 29% and are aiming for 32%. At DW3 
32% are predicted for an E or U grade. We have set internal assessments advising 
students on the best course of action.  
 
Q= What are their reactions? 
A= PM- Most students understand if they should not do the AS exams at this point.  
 
Q= How is Science? 
A= PM- Some students are struggling with a level of difficulties, but assessments and 
grade boundaries may have been pessimistic. 
 
Q= Some students did an internal exam instead of AS? 
A= PM- This is a new approach for a small number who have successfully passed 
internal assessments and are doing AS. 
 
Q= What if they do not do AS? 
A= PM- Students sign up for a 2-year course and can insist on carrying on, but mostly 
take the advice about the best course of action. 
 
Q= What happens to them? 
A= PM- They do a different course here or elsewhere. But it is not a surprise as they 
were told how they were doing at every data window by the Faculty. 
 
Q= Will the A level figures be positive? 
A= PM- We are hoping to keep our record of 100% achieving A* to E.  
 
7.  TEACHING AND LEARNING REVIEW 
7.1  The Committee received a report from Dr Susan Tranter, Executive 

Headteacher. ST advised that the School created a new review process with St 
Ignatius College and Finchley Catholic High School. The review was from an 
Ofsted lead inspector. The focus was on progress in KS4, in Maths, English 
and EBacc subjects. The report includes strengths and the next steps, with 
recommendations including to develop differentiation, the better use of 
questioning and to check that pupils understand.  

 
Q= Was it challenging? 
A= ST- Yes if it was about how we are making a difference. It was value for money 
and a good process. The inspector trained the SLT, HoFs and the Progress Teams 
about the Ofsted framework  
 
7.2 ST will present the report including the Primary Review at the Governing 

Body meeting. ACTION. 
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Q= What was the SLT response? 
A= ST- The SLT conducted all of the observations and know about the 
recommendations.  
 
8.  TIMETABLE UPDATE 2019-20 
8.1 The Committee received a report from Mr S Kinson (SK), Deputy Headteacher 

for information.  
8.2 ST advised that School looked at the deployment of staff across sets to ensure 

the right people were in place, as recommended by the HoFs, to ensure that 
the most skilled teachers are working where needed. There are a number of 
split classes, which is part of the curriculum reform with blocking. There are 30 
classes that have more than 1 teacher. Each class has a qualified member of 
staff, HoFs usually get what they ask for. This is part of a project to train HoFs 
about timetable construction and deployment.  

  
9. ATTENDANCE POLICY 
9.1  The Committee received a report from Ms Maria Panayi, Deputy Headteacher 

for information.   
 
Q= Has it been changed? 
A= ST - We have reorganised the work of the EWO and added in layers of 
escalation, which are working effectively.  
 
10. NEXT MEETING  
 
10.1 Date of next Secondary Committee meeting will be 2 October 2019 at 6 pm.  
 
10.2 Item for the next meeting: 

• Exam Results.  

 
There being no further business the meeting ended at 7.45pm. 
 
 
 
 
 

Signed (CHAIR)……………………………………………Date ……………………. 
 


